Usage Agreement

University Freiburg, Fakulty of Engineering
Georges-Köhler-Allee, 79110 Freiburg

• This usage agreement applies to user accounts which were issued by the Fakulty of Engineering. (1) The given user information is correct and complete. Changes will be imparted immediately. (2) The user agrees to the processing of the user data. (3) This user agreement will be acknowledged and will not replace usage agreements of any utilized installations.

• The user obliges (1) to use systems, programs and services of the faculty only in the context of his own education or employment at the faculty, but not for private or commercial tasks or by order of third parties; (2) not to pass on his own or other logins, not to use other logins, not to copy or pass on programs or data of the faculty, without a permission in written; (3) not to endanger or affect the security of systems, programs or data of internal or external networks.

• The faculty is authorized (1) to check the security of used systems and programs and occurring data with suitable means; (2) to record and evaluate all activity within the local network with the purpose of settlement, planing required resources, tracking and avoidance of errors or offences; (3) to inspect - and if necessary to modify - user data with particular regard to confidence, if this should be necessary to maintain service or if in suspicion of abuse; (4) to revoke or restrict the user account subsequently, in particular if the user offended against the user agreement - also in other networks.

• The faculty obliges (1) to guarantee the security and integrity of the user account and data to the best of its knowledge and belief within the available possibilities. (2) to make available and improve continuously systems, programs and services according to local tasks and requirements with regard to security and technical implementability. (3) that user data is processed, attended and viewed only by staff of the faculty.

Approved by the Dekan in October 2000.